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than the July 4 set-up map does. I suggest the
following changes in the Soviet initial
positions:
(a) The tanks and infantry of 4th Guards and
11th Armies appear in their present positions
after only expending two Movement Points.
Also, the four cavalry corps have expended
three Movement Points to reach their
positions.
(b) Remove the two 5-6's nearest Kastornoye,
the 4-6 north of 47th Army, and the 5-6 in
Istobnoye. Replace one 5-6 one hex east of
Korocha, two 5-6's and a 4-6 two hexes east of
47th Army Historically, this latter group is the
Fifth Guards Tank Army, which only arrived at
Prokhorovka on July 9/10.
2. Fortify Kursk, Orel, and Bryansk.

3. The Lauchert Brigade was incompletely
trained and prone to breakdown. Reduce its
Movement Allowance to seven in the July 4
scenarios. By August 3 it moves normally.

4. Regardless of supply, terrain, or fortifi-
cations a unit may always move one hex,
unless this means moving from one Enemy
ZOC into another. Otherwise it must expend
sufficient Movement Points to do so.

5. A tenacious defender could delay an attack,
at the cost of heavy casualties. When a unit (or
units) suffers a "Dr" and has an open line of
retreat, the owning player may remove the
unitls) instead. The Enemy Player may not
then "advance after combat" into that hex.
Surrounded units may not block an advance in
this way.

6. When a unit suffers a "Dr" or "Ar" it need
not retreat if the enemy does not advance after
combat, i.e.. defending units are not dislodged
if the winner does not occupy their positions.

7. Winning units may advance after combat
into fortified hexes, subject to rule 5.

8. If he wishes, the German Player may form
K"ampfgruppen when surrounded armor units
are destroyed.

9. When either side's mechanized units are
smashed, replace each with a "wreck" marker.
At the end of the game. each player removes
his markers which 'arB' not in a supplied,
Friendly-controlled hex .. Subtract two Victory
Points from the enemy total for every Friendly
marker remaining on the map. These represent
damaged and broken-down equipment recov-
ered after the battle. Smashed Kampfgruppen
get no marker. Tiger and Panther units do get
markers. Wreck markers may not be moved.

- Gary Hladik

*Red Star/White Star First Hand

While I am not in the habit of writing letters to
the editors of magazines, your "Red Starl
White Star" article in S&T 36 so deeply im-
pressed me that I felt obligated to express my
appreciation in writing The "USAREUR -
The Paper Tiger" segment of the article was
particularly cogent. You obviously had some
first-hand experience or some A-l sources in
preparing this segment.

Allow an old soldier (I go "over 30" next
month) to reminisce. Not even a couple of
weeks in the Drug Rehab Center/Boneyard
known as 194th Armored Bde had prepared
me for USAREUR - asi'exemplified by 1/37
Armor - in December 1970. I was given five
M60's (built in 1962, rebuilt at Mainz Depot,

1966) which were in the advanced stages ot
decomposition, one alcholic E-6, two AI J's.
and five men.

Three of the five tanks were dead lined for
major items. None had a heater (naturally - it
was winter). One had no M32 sight. My tank's
gun was out of batter and had been since
September; it was repaired in April. Tools were
virtually non-existent.

The replacement parts situation was equally
depressing. Oil cooler lines (in my opinion the
weakest point in the M60 pack) which became
perforated were spot welded over and over.
Replacement road wheels were retreads
(revulcanized aluminum wheels) which disin-
tegrated with monotonous regularity. Drive
sprockets had pieces of steel welded to the
teeth to re-thicken them. New end connectors,
center-guides, and wedge bolts for the tracks
were in short supply, as were replacement
track blocks; indeed my tanks exhibited an
alarming tendency to snap track pins with
normal use.

The "admin storage" hassle was an extremely
vicious operation. In Spring, '71 the 1/37
placed 15 of its 51 tanks in storage. Naturally,
they had to be in ESC Green condition, so that
cannibalization (read, euphemistically, "con-
trolled substitution") occurred on a vast scale.
Tempers flared and friendships grew strained.
Subterfuges and blatant rip-efts occurred 24
hours a day, and one's grill-door or bolts
weren't even sacred,

As you note, there have been significant
improvements in USAREUR's posture. 1972
was a very good year: money, people and parts
rolled in, and a general air of optimism was felt.
The devaluation of the dollar in March '73
abruptly ended the cornucopia, and we're back
to scrounging for parts again. But at least we
now have plenty of people.

P.S. Here's some info on Soviet small unit
missiles:
1.·The AT-1 "Snapper" is no longer used by
GSFG. Its max range is 2000 m.
2. The AT -2 "Swatter" is radio-guided, not
wire guided. Used by Soviets only - no WP
l~g.<;2500 m.l.
3.Th~AT:3 "Sagger" has an effective range
of 500:2500 m.
4. The M1967 is now called BMP. It mounts an
AT -3 Sagger Launcher above the 76 mm
short-recoil gun, and it carries one Sagger for
launch and three more spares.
5. The M1970 light tank (which looks like a
cross between a PT-76 and a BMP) has a BMP
style turret with "Sagger" rail above gun.
6. The M1970 Medium tank is 30 cm longer
than the T-62 and mounts same gun (115 mm!.
Small nos. in GSFG (Group of Soviet Forces
Germany!.
(Unclassified) Sources: USAREUR PAM 30-
60-1 Pt. I (Vol 1, 30 Sept 73; Vol 2, 15 Feb 73;
Vol 4, 1 Mar 73)

- 1st Lt. Mark S. Pernell

*
Die-Less Die Rolls

I have an opponent who is constantly
complaining that critical die rolls always go
against him. I have to admit that my telekinetic
ability is probably superior to his, which may
account-Jor part of his bad luck. Another
factor, I'm sure, is that the small die included
with most games is not perfectly weighted and

usually tends to favor one number or another.
For instance, the one we are using now has an
absolute love for the number five, which is
rather devastating for the Germans in Destruc-
tion of Armv Group Center 7944.

In order to attempt to equalize our discrep-
ancies in telekinetic ability and neutralize the
weighted dice, I devised the following matrix:
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One opponent secretly writes down a number
for the horizontal line and the other a number
for the vertical line, The two numbers are then
cross-indexed tor the result. I'm sure there is
nothing original about this, but am passing this
along as a suggestion.

This matrix could also be used for play-by-mail
games. The Avalon Hill method of using the
last digit of selected stock market sales
superimposes a ten number system on a six
number system, which is usually not satis-
factory. Players could agree to exchange by
mail a sufficient amount of random numbers at
a specified time. Considering the time lag in
mailing and delivering it is hardly likely one
person could get the other's numbers quick
enough to have an advantage. [Ed. Note: see
France '40 rules for very similar system - RAS]

My opponent and I have tested out this system
and he still complains that on critical battles
the numbers go against him. Could we have a
discrepancy in ESP? - R.J. Nelson

*Capture the Flag
I enjoyed your article on wargaming (S&T331.
I would have liked a little more detail in certain
areas, but if you took care of everybody's
desire for details, you couldn't afford to
publish it.

In a future issue, could you do the other half? I
am referring to full scale simulation for training
purposes, "maneuvers," the kind of thing
where two sides are formed, go at each other
according to certain rules, and one side wins. I
have heard about this sort of thing for some
time, seen it in comedy movies, read
references to it. What are the rules? What is
the history? How do they do it in other
countries? What have the effects been? And
do wargames and their rules tend to
perpetuate the problem of fighting the next
war with the last war's weapons?

You have done articles on specific campaigns.
Could you consider one on the Louisiana
Maneuvers of 19417 What were the rules of
that game, who participated, and what did
they do? I have heard that General Patton
bought gas for his tanks with his own money in
order to keep his drive going. What else
happened? How did it affect WWII? It must
have done Patton some good, at least he
learned to get gas from non-regular sources
(such as from the Germans and the
First Army!.

There is another aspect to full scale simulation,
When I was a Boy Scout, we played a game


